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( ) . 1+1 ( $KdV$ ,
Schr\"odinger, sine-Gordon, principal chiral field, )
Kac-Moody , Kac-Moody .
KP hierarchy , Kac-Moody
(reduction) . W-infinity
.
W-infinity ( Einstein ) [5].
, Yang-Mills , (4 2+2 )
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. , (twistor )
. , , W-infinity KP hierarchy $(W_{\infty}$
) ( $w_{\infty}$ ) . , \langle W-infinity
[6]. ,
4 $N=2$ [7]. 2
( ) .








KP hierarchy , Toda hierarchy .
KP hierarchy Lax . Lax
Heisenberg , Planck 1
, Planck .
KP hierarchy Lax .
$\hslash\frac{\partial L}{\theta t_{n}}=[B_{n}, L]$ , $n=2,3,$ $\ldots$ , (1)
$L,$ $B_{n}$ 1 $x$ ( ) .
$L= \hslash\partial_{x}+\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}u_{n+1}(\hslash, x, t)(\hslash\frac{\partial}{\partial x})^{-n}$ ,
$B_{n}=(L^{n})_{\geq 0}$ , (2)
[“ $($ $)_{\geq 0}$ $\partial_{x}=\partial/\partial x$ ]. $x$ $t_{1}$ .
$L$ $arrow 0$
$u_{n}(\hslash, x, t)=u^{(0)}(x,t)+O(\hslash)$ $(\hslasharrow 0)$ (3)




[“ ( ) $0$ $k$ ] , Lax
Lax
$\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial t_{n}}=\{B_{n}, \mathcal{L}\}$ , $n=2^{\backslash }3,$ $\ldots$ , (6)
. “ $\{$ , $\}$ “ $(k, x)$ Poisson
$\{A, B\}=\frac{\partial A\partial B}{\partial k\partial x}-\frac{\partial A}{\partial x}\frac{\partial B}{\partial k}$ (7)
. Lax KP hierarchy [8].
, KP hierarchy Lax
Lax . $(\hslash\partial_{x}, x)$
observable $(k, x)$ observable ( 2
) Poisson
$[\hslash\partial_{x}, x]=\hslasharrow\{k, x\}=1$ (8)
. Lax $arrow 0$ Poisson
. W-infinity , W-infiffity $W_{\infty}$
W-infinity $w_{\infty}$ ‘ ” . $W_{\infty}$
:
$W_{\infty}\simeq\langle x^{t}(\hslash\partial_{x})^{n}\}$ (9)




$w_{\infty}\simeq\{\lambda^{n}\mu^{l}\}$ , $\{\lambda, \mu\}=1$ . (11)




$\frac{\partial \mathcal{M}}{\partial t_{n}}=\{B_{n}, \mathcal{M}\}$ , $n=2,3,$ $\ldots$ , (13)
$\{\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{M}\}=1$ (14)
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. (KP hierarchy $\mathcal{M}$ ,
) $(\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{M})$ , KP hierarchy
twistor [9]. twistor ,
twistor 3 , 2 “minitwistor”
. , twistor
( Lie $w_{\infty}$ ) factorization
(Riemann-Hilbert ) [6]. KP hierarchy KP
hierarchy .
, , KP hierarchy W-infimly
W-infinity . ,
, $(\lambda, \mu)$ $\lambda$ ( )
, $(p, q)$ W-infinity
$w^{\infty}\simeq\langle p^{\alpha}q^{\beta}\rangle$ , $\{p, q\}=1$ (15)
. ( $w_{\infty}$ ( $\infty$ ” . )
$\lambda$ $w^{\infty}$
$\mathcal{L}w^{\infty}=C[\lambda, \lambda^{-1}]\otimes w^{\infty}=\langle\lambda^{n}p^{\alpha}q^{\beta}\}$ (16)
Lie .
3. Moyal
, $Monge- Amp\grave{e}$re ( Ple-
banski )
$\frac{\partial^{2}\Omega}{\partial p\partial\hat{p}}\frac{\partial^{2}\Omega}{\partial q\partial\hat{q}}-\frac{\partial^{2}\Omega}{\partial p\partial\hat{q}}\frac{\partial^{2}\Omega}{\partial q\partial\hat{p}}=1$ (17)
. $\Omega$ $K\ddot{a}$hler potential . $(p, q)$
Poisson
$\{A, B\}=\{A, B\}_{p,q}=\frac{\partial A}{\partial p}\frac{\partial B}{\partial q}-\frac{\partial A}{\partial q}\frac{\partial B}{\partial p}$ (18)
$\{\frac{\partial\Omega}{\partial\hat{p}}, \frac{\partial\Omega}{\partial\hat{q}}\}=1$ (19)




$\frac{\partial \mathcal{U}}{\partial\hat{p}}+\lambda\{\frac{\partial\Omega}{\partial\hat{p}},\mathcal{U}\}=0$, $\frac{\partial \mathcal{U}}{\partial\hat{q}}+\lambda\{\frac{\partial\Omega}{\partial\hat{q}}, \mathcal{U}\}=0$,
$\frac{\partial \mathcal{V}}{\partial\hat{p}}+\lambda\{\frac{\partial\Omega}{\partial\hat{p}}, \mathcal{V}\}=0$ , $\frac{\partial \mathcal{V}}{\partial\hat{q}}+\lambda\{\frac{\partial\Omega}{\partial\hat{q}}, \mathcal{V}\}=0$,
$\{\mathcal{U}, V\}=1$ . (20)
( $\mathcal{U},$ $\mathcal{V}$ $(p,$ $q,\hat{p},\hat{q},$ $\lambda)$ ) . KP hierarchy $(\mathcal{L}, \mathcal{M})$
.
twistor factorization . KP hierarchy
, $\lambda$ .
$\mathcal{L}w^{\infty}$ .
, “ ” . KP hierarchy KP
hierarchy
$\{\begin{array}{ll}KP hierarchy W_{\infty}\end{array}\}\hslasharrow 0arrow\{\begin{array}{ll}\mathfrak{X} hKPierarchy w_{\infty}\end{array}\}$ (21)
. , , KP hierarchy
. ,
$\{\begin{array}{l}?\mathcal{L}W^{\infty}\end{array}\}\hslasharrow 0arrow$ { ’’} (22)
? . $W^{\infty}$ $w^{\infty}$
W-infinity .
? [10]. $(p, q)$ Poisson




$A*B= \exp[\frac{\hslash}{2}(\frac{\partial^{2}}{\partial p\partial q’}-\frac{\partial^{2}}{\partial p\partial q})]A(p, q)B(p^{/}, q’)|_{p^{l}=p,q’=q}$ (25)
. star [11], Weyl
observable ( ) .
, W-infinity . $W^{\infty}$
:
$W^{\infty}\simeq\{p^{\alpha}q^{\beta}\}$ , $\{p, q\}_{\hslash}=1$ . (26)
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) (4 ) ,
hyper-K\"ahler . Moyal ,
4 Plebanski .
KP hierarchy $(\lambda, \mu)$ $(k, x)$ , ,
$(\lambda,p, q)$ . ( twistor [6], $\lambda=\mathcal{L}=k$
) $(k, x,p, q)$ 4
? ,
. .
4. N- K $P$ hierarchy $L$ arge-N
KP hierarchy KP hierarchy $(p, q)$ large-N limit




\langle [13]. ( $W^{\infty}$ $w^{\infty}$
) $s1(N)$ $g1(N)$ centrd element
,
$g1(N)Narrow\inftyarrow Moya1(M)$ , Poisson(M)
$(\dim M=2)$ . ( central element ) ,
$s1(N)$ large-N limuit 2
. , 4 2 $s1(N)$ \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$}
(Wess-Zumino-Witten Lagrangian ) large-N limit
$[14]_{-}$ .
KP hierarchy .
$s1(N)$ $g1(N\rangle$ KP hierarchy . KP hierarchy
“N- KP hierarchy” [15]. KP hierarchy
$NxN$ . K $P$ hierarchy
Lax dressing . $=1$





$\frac{\partial W}{\partial t_{n}}=(W\partial^{n}W^{-1})_{\geq 0}W-W\partial_{x}^{n}$, $n=2,2,$ $\ldots$ (30)
. N- KP hierarchy $w_{n}$ $NxN$
. N- hierarchy W-infinity $W_{\infty}^{N}$
[16] [17]. ( , Lax ,
, )
$W_{\infty}^{N}$ large-N [16], 4 Poisson Poisson(M), $\dim M=$
$4$ , . Moyal Moya1$(M)$
. 2 large-N limit $w_{\infty}^{\infty},$ $W_{\infty}^{\infty}$ ,
$W_{\infty}^{\infty}\simeq Moya1(M)$ , $w_{\infty}^{\infty}\simeq Poisson(M)$ , (31)
.
$W_{\infty}^{\infty}\simeq\{p^{\alpha}q^{\beta}x^{l}\partial_{x}^{n}\rangle$ , $w_{\infty}^{\infty}\simeq\{p^{\alpha}q^{\beta}x^{l}k^{n}\rangle$ , (32)
, MoyaJ , $(k, x, p, q)$ 4
.
$\{A, B\}=\frac{\partial A\partial B}{\partial k\partial x}+\frac{\partial A}{\partial p}\frac{\partial B}{\partial q}-\frac{\partial A}{\partial x}\frac{\partial B}{\partial k}+\frac{\partial A\partial B}{\partial q\partial p}$ (33)
Poisson Lie . $\mathcal{L}W^{\infty},$ $\mathcal{L}w^{\infty}$
(32) $x$ . , $s1(N)$
$g1(N)$ J\mbox{\boldmath $\nu$} large-N :
$\mathcal{L}sl(N)$ $arrow \mathcal{L}W^{\infty},$ $\mathcal{L}w^{\infty}$ . (34)
$Narrow\infty$
2 4 . W-
infinity $W^{\infty},$ $w^{\infty}$ $W_{\infty}$ , $w_{\infty}$ .
4 $(k, x,p, q)$ $(\partial_{x}, x,p, q)$ $W_{\infty}^{N}$
large-N limit . hierarchy
. , KP hierarchy
Moyal [18]. dressing
operator
$W=1+ \sum_{n=1}^{\infty}w_{n}(\hslash,t, x,p, q)\partial_{x}^{-n}$ (35)
, ( $\hslash,$ $t,$ $x,$ $p,$ $q$ ) ( ) Moyal (
star . Lax . KP hierarchy
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, . , KP hierarchy
( $\partial_{x}arrow\hslash\partial_{x},$ $\partial_{t}arrow\hslash\partial_{t}$ ) , $(k, x,p, q)$ Poisson \langle hierarchy
( KP hierarchy ) . , hierarchy
Moyal Poisson .
, N- KP hierarchy , (flow)
Lax 1 KP hierarchy . \searrow
, hierarchy flow :
1) KP hierarchy flow
2) flow
flow , constraint
Moyal . , 2 flow ( $\hat{P},\hat{q}$ “ ’
) . ( Heisenberg ,
)
Moyal
$\frac{\partial w_{n}}{\partial x}=0$ , $n=1,2,$ $\ldots$ (36)
constraint . $W$ $\partial_{x}arrow\lambda$
$W( \lambda)=1+\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}w_{n}\lambda^{-n}$ (37)
Laurent , . $N$- KP hierarchy
, Schrodinger AKNS-ZS (Ablowitz-
Kaup-Newell-Segur-Zakharov-Shabat) . Lie
$\mathcal{L}sl(N)$ ’t,-\mbox{\boldmath $\nu$} 7p (Kac-Moody ) . , large-N
limit $\mathcal{L}w_{\infty}$ $\mathcal{L}_{)}w_{\infty}$ , AKNS-ZS large-N












(dispersionless KP hierarchy) . KP hierarchy ,
W-infinity $W_{\infty}$ $W_{\infty}^{N}$ . x- $\partial_{x}arrow\lambda$
AKNS-ZS ( 1+1 ) , $W_{\infty}^{N}$ $\mathcal{L}sl(N)$
Kac-Moody . large-Nlimit ( flow ,
), Moyal . W-infinity
$\mathcal{L}W^{\infty}$ $\mathcal{L}w^{\infty}$ . , $N$- KP hierarchy large-N limit
KP hierarchy . W-infinity $W_{\infty}^{\infty}$ $w_{\infty}^{\infty}$ .
x- $\partial_{x}arrow\lambda$ Moyal .
, , KP hierarchy N- .
dressing operator Moyal $NxN$
. W-infinity $W_{\infty}^{\infty,N}$ ’ . $x$
$N$- KP hierarchy . reduction ( JIIi )
, Yang-Mills Bogomolny hierarchy ( Yang-Mills 2+1
reduction ) . ,
hierarchy ‘ ”
.
“ i!# ’’ KP hierarchy
. – ,
, 2 4 N=2
. , , A Landau-Ginzburg [19]
. , A Landau-Ginzburg 1 Landau-Ginzburg
, KP hierarchy $k$ , A 2
. hierarchy $k,p,$ $\ldots$
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